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Abstract

Transmission of commensal intestinal bacteria between humans could promote health by 

establishing, maintaining and replenishing microbial diversity in the microbiota of an individual. 

Unlike pathogens, the routes of transmission for commensal bacteria remain unappreciated and 

poorly understood, despite the likely commonalities between both. Consequently, broad infection 

control measures that are designed to prevent pathogen transmission and infection, such as 

oversanitation and the overuse of antibiotics, may inadvertently affect human health by altering 

normal commensal transmission. In this Review, we discuss the mechanisms and factors that 

influence host-to-host transmission of the intestinal microbiota and examine how a better 

understanding of these processes will identify new approaches to nurture and restore transmission 

routes that are used by beneficial bacteria.

The human intestinal microbiota is one of the most densely populated microbial 

communities known to exist1. This community has important metabolic and protective roles 

in human health through metabolizing indigestible carbohydrates, producing vitamins, 

preventing infection by pathogenic bacteria and modulating host immune responses2. 

Bacteria form the majority of the microbial biomass in the human gastrointestinal 

microbiota and they carry out the majority of the metabolic activities2,3. Most of the 

bacteria in the gastrointestinal tract reside in the large intestine, with the rest found primarily 

in the small intestine and stomach4. The majority of these bacteria belong to two main phyla 

— the Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes. These phyla, together with the Proteobacteria, 

Actinobacteria, Synergistetes and Fusobacteria, contain almost all of the bacterial species 

found in the human gastrointestinal tract5–7. Most of these species are obligate anaerobes; 

however, the extent of aerotolerance varies among species in the Actinobacteria and 

Proteobacteria phyla8,9. Despite their abundance in the human gastrointestinal tract, these 
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species represent only a small subset of all of the bacterial taxa on Earth10. Furthermore, 

many of these bacterial taxa are not found replicating outside of the intestinal environment, 

which reflects their adaptation to this specific niche11,12.

The factors that determine the optimal microbial community of an individual at any point in 

time are varied and include age, host genetics, diet and the local environment. Therefore, a 

core ‘healthy’ microbiota that is common to all individuals does not exist. Furthermore, the 

distinction between health-associated commensal bacteria and harmful pathogenic bacteria 

is not always clear, as some bacterial species can promote health or cause disease depending 

on the specific strain or their location in the body. For example, Bacteroides fragilis 

produces immunomodulatory capsular polysaccharides that stimulate the production of anti-

inflammatory cytokines. If this bacterium translocates from the intestine to the peritoneum, 

then the capsular polysaccharides can cause inflammation, which results in the formation of 

an abscess13. Abscesses can be considered as beneficial to the host by limiting the spread of 

disease; however, if left untreated they can cause obstructions and further bacterial 

dissemination if ruptured14. Depending on the strain and the virulence factors that are 

present, Escherichia coli is either considered to be a normal commensal of the intestinal 

microbiota or a pathogen15. Similarly, the gastric bacterium Helicobacter pylori is 

associated with an increase in the incidence of peptic ulcers and stomach cancer, but a 

decreased incidence of oesophageal cancer16. In general, we consider a diverse microbiota 

that is abundant in beneficial species, such as members of the Bacteroidaceae, 

Ruminococcaceae and Lachnospiraceae families in the Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes phyla, 

and with few pathobionts, such as many members of the Proteobacteria phylum, indicative of 

a healthy state17.

The presence of the intestinal microbiota in the human gut is the result of extensive 

immigration and competition that continues throughout life. Facultative anaerobic bacteria 

initially colonize the gastrointestinal tract at birth and during the first three years of life. 

However, these bacteria are gradually replaced by obligate anaerobes as the gastrointestinal 

tract becomes more anaerobic and the infant transitions to a solid food diet18,19. The 

colonization success of these health-associated commensal bacteria is attributable to their 

ability to spread and to be maintained in human populations20. Thus, transmission is an 

essential feature of the human microbiota that relies on the strategies used by bacteria to exit 

from one host (donor) and stably colonize another (recipient) (FIG. 1). The ubiquitous and 

sometimes exclusive presence of this select group of enteric bacteria in human populations 

demonstrates the existence of host-adapted colonization processes and refined co-evolved 

transmission networks2,11,12.

Several fundamental questions that concern the transmission of the intestinal microbiota 

remain unanswered. How have strictly anaerobic bacteria been transmitted between humans 

Peritoneum 

A membrane that lines the abdominal cavity and provides a supportive role to internal body organs, including those of the 
gastrointestinal tract.
Pathobionts 

Members of the commensal microbiota that may become pathogenic under certain circumstances.
Facultative anaerobic bacteria 

Species that can grow and survive in aerobic and anaerobic conditions.
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over time to allow co-evolution to occur? In addition, how have changes in Western 

lifestyles during the past several decades affected the co-evolved transmission networks? At 

a practical level, how do we study and monitor commensal transmission so that we can 

preserve and nurture commensal routes of transmission to improve human health? In this 

Review, we discuss the routes and mechanisms that enable the intestinal microbiota to be 

transmitted between hosts and we describe how studies of pathogen transmission can 

provide a framework to study commensal transmission. We discuss the reservoirs of the 

intestinal microbiota and provide examples of how human activities are influencing its 

transmission. In addition, we outline the factors that can perturb our intestinal microbiota 

and the approaches that we can take to restore the microbiota to promote health. We 

conclude by reflecting on how modern human health regimes may be adversely affecting the 

transmission of health-promoting intestinal bacteria.

Routes of transmission

Most of our knowledge on the transmission mechanisms used by intestinal bacteria is 

derived from the study of pathogen transmission; this provides a conceptual framework to 

begin to understand commensal transmission21. Both commensal and pathogenic intestinal 

bacteria are primarily transmitted between hosts through the faecal–oral route. Commensal 

intestinal bacteria can also be transmitted through the vaginal–oral route at birth and through 

breast milk in early life. The transmission routes of commensal and pathogenic bacteria are 

distinguished largely by the colonization strategy that is used once inside the host. 

Commensal bacteria provide health benefits to the host that are a result of their colonization, 

whereas, depending on their virulence and infectious dose, pathogen colonization can cause 

disease.

Shared transmission routes of commensal and pathogenic intestinal bacteria

The first step in a typical transmission route for an intestinal pathogen is the shedding of the 

bacterium from the host in faecal matter, which is followed by changes in bacterial 

metabolism or cellular architecture to maximize survival in the external environment. The 

pathogen must then persist in the external environment, possibly by using reservoirs, such as 

animals, the built environment, water sources or food chains, to increase the likelihood of 

entering a new susceptible host. Once the bacterium has successfully persisted in the 

external aerobic environment and has been ingested by a new host, it must colonize 

otherwise it will rapidly transit through the gut. Colonization includes passage through the 

stomach, the establishment of a niche in the intestinal environment, the use of available 

nutrients, and replication to a level that will ensure stability and survival (FIG. 1). A newly 

colonized host can then become a donor for the onward transmission of that bacterium. The 

colonizing species will encounter competition from the resident microbiota, and this 
colonization resistance has important roles in preventing invasion by pathogenic bacteria and 

in maintaining intestinal homeostasis4. The resident microbiota can compete directly through 

Infectious dose 

The minimum number of bacteria required to cause an infection in a host.
Colonization resistance 

The capacity of the resident microbiota to prevent the establishment of new species within the community, particularly the 
establishment of pathogens. Colonization resistance is a feature of a stable health-associated microbiota.
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the use of available nutrients or by the secretion of toxins that target neighbouring bacteria, 

as has been demonstrated for B. fragilis4,22. In addition to competition between bacterial 

species, the metabolism of available dietary substrates can facilitate cross-feeding between 

species, thus promoting cooperation and the colonization of competing species3,23,24.

It is likely that intestinal commensal bacteria use the same, or similar, strategies to those 

used by pathogenic bacteria to transmit between hosts. Recent evidence indicates that many 

of the survival mechanisms and environmental reservoirs are also common between 

pathogenic and commensal bacteria. Moreover, colonization factors, such as flagella and 

fimbriae, are also shared; these appendages are not unique to pathogens and are also a 

feature of commensal intestinal bacteria, including Roseburia spp. and Bifidobacterium spp.

25,26. Last, sequence-based studies of pathogen transmission networks have revealed that 

bacteria can disseminate both locally and globally through their human hosts, which 

indicates that the transmission of commensal bacteria is not spatially restricted27,28.

Distinguishing the routes of transmission of commensal and pathogenic intestinal 
bacteria

Despite the similarities mentioned above, there are substantial differences between the 

mechanisms used by intestinal pathogens and commensal bacteria to transmit. Depending on 

the colonizing dose, host susceptibility and environment, a pathogen can exist in a low-level 

asymptomatic state or can induce a high-level symptomatic super-shedding state in the host29. 

The low-level asymptomatic state is typically associated with relatively little perturbation of 

the intestinal microbiota and lower levels of transmission, thus rendering the host a silent 

carrier of potential pathogens. Bacteria such as enteropathogenic E. coli, Vibrio cholerae and 

Clostridium difficile use virulence factors, such as toxins, during pathogenesis to maximize 

their colonization, despite causing severe inflammatory symptoms and intestinal disease. 

The host can restrict pathogen colonization through the secretion of antimicrobial peptides, 

such as neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL), which prevents microbial 
siderophores from binding to essential iron30. However, some pathogens can circumvent this 

response by producing modified siderophores, such as salmochelins, that are not bound by 

NGAL15. Any resulting intestinal disease typically results in substantial perturbation and 

instability in the commensal microbiota, which often results in diarrhoea that may promote 

rapid pathogen dispersal and transmission at the expense of commensal colonization and 

host health. Therefore, one distinction between pathogen and commensal colonization in this 

context is that pathogenic bacteria use a host-derived inflammation state to spread, whereas 

Homeostasis 

A stable state. The overall maintenance of precise conditions in the microbiota that promote colonization resistance, even when 
subjected to external perturbations or stresses.
Colonizing dose 

The minimum number of bacteria required to stably colonize a new host.
Super-shedding state 

A host state, typically associated with infection by pathogens, that results in the release of numerous bacteria or spores into the 
external environment.
Antimicrobial peptides 

A diverse range of proteins that are secreted by the host as a defence mechanism against pathogens or by microorganisms to target 
other microorganisms in close proximity.
Siderophores 

Low-molecular-weight, iron-chelating agents that are secreted by bacteria and fungi to acquire iron from the surrounding environment.
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commensals do not, and therefore either decrease in number or are lost during 
dysbiosis31,32.

Host selection of commensal bacteria

There is emerging evidence that hosts preferentially select communities of commensal 

bacteria through the modulation of the intestinal environment by a combination of host 

genetics and immune responses. Variation in genetic profiles between individuals is known 

to alter many aspects of health and disease, and it is now clear that it may also influence the 

composition of commensal bacterial communities. Despite initial studies that concluded that 

human genetics does not substantially contribute to determining the bacterial species 

acquired 19,33, recent studies have identified the presence of bacterial species that are 

associated with specific genetic polymorphisms, including abundant health-associated 

Faecalibacterium spp.34,35. It has also been demonstrated that specific genes influence 

bacterial colonization. For example, expression of the fucosyltransferase 2 (FUT2) gene 

results in the presentation of fucosylated substrates on intestinal epithelial cells, thus 

enhancing the recruitment of particular species of commensal bacteria to the epithelium and 

protecting against the translocation of pathogenic bacteria36,37. The association between 

host genetics and the community composition of the microbiota remains poorly understood; 

however, it is now evident that host genetics may have an essential role in determining the 

optimal microbiota community for promoting health.

In addition to host genetics, the host immune system can distinguish between commensal 

and pathogenic bacteria to elicit different downstream signalling responses, through innate 

immune receptors, such as Toll-like receptors and nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-like 

receptors (NOD-like receptors). The recognition of commensal bacteria generally promotes 

intestinal homeostasis, whereas the recognition of pathogens results in a pro-inflammatory 

response38. Studies in genetically modified mouse models have shown that the absence of 

caspase 3 and caspase 4, which are involved in cell apoptosis and inflammatory responses, 

can also substantially alter the composition of the microbiota and disease susceptibility39. 

Host-derived antimicrobial peptides that are produced as part of a pro-inflammatory 

response to pathogens have been shown to specifically recognize pathogen 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) structures and do not bind to LPS on commensal bacteria, owing 

to an altered charge on the commensal cell surface that prevents binding40. These results 

demonstrate that host selection of the composition of the microbiota could be determined 

Dysbiosis 

A low-diversity microbiota with reduced colonization resistance that is typically associated with inflammation and outgrowth of 
facultative anaerobic Proteobacteria and pathogens.
Fucosylated 

The attachment of a fucose molecule to a protein. Fucosylation of epithelial cells by the host can provide a protective role through the 
subsequent recruitment of commensal bacteria.
Toll-like receptors 

A family of transmembrane protein receptors, characterized by the presence of a Toll and interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) domain, that 
recognize specific microorganism-associated molecular patterns and initiate an immune response.
Nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-like receptors 

(NOD-like receptors). A family of intracellular protein receptors that recognize microorganism-associated molecular patterns and 
initiate an immune response.
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through host genetic background or induced in response to the presence of pathogens or 

commensals.

Host behaviours, such as dietary choices, may also determine the composition of the 

intestinal microbiota. This selection commences at birth. The presence of indigestible human 

milk oligosaccharides in breast milk promotes the expansion of commensal species, in 

particular Bifidobacterium spp., which have a wide range of glycoside hydrolases that can 

degrade these complex sugars before metabolizing them41,42. By importing human milk 

oligosaccharides into the bacterial cell before degrading them, Bifidobacterium spp. also 

limit nutrient availability to any pathogens that may be present in the intestinal 

environment41,42. The composition of the microbiota in adults can also vary substantially 

with diet. For example, the prevalence of Ruminococcus bromii is known to increase in 

people who consume diets that are high in resistant starches43,44. Taken together, it is clear 

that the combination of host genetics, responses to bacterial stimuli and environmental 

factors, such as diet, determines the current and optimal microbiota for an individual.

Survival in the environment

Once excreted from the body in faeces, intestinal bacteria must tolerate the local 

environment to enter and colonize a new host (FIG. 1). Environmental stresses include the 

toxic effects of atmospheric oxygen, ultraviolet radiation, a lack of nutrients, adverse 

temperatures and desiccation. Bacteria have evolved various strategies, such as a reduction or 

changes in metabolism, and, for some taxa, the development of a protective structure, such 

as a spore, to remain viable during environmental stress. These strategies are essential to 

ensure that commensals survive and are successfully transmitted to a new host (FIG. 2a).

Sporulation

Specific members of the Firmicutes phylum produce resilient, metabolically dormant 

structures known as spores that are typically, but not exclusively, produced during 

environmental stress. Spore integrity and fecundity are maintained by the binding of DNA to 

small acid-soluble proteins in the spore core, which is surrounded by several durable 

proteinaceous layers that have low permeability and high levels of peptidoglycan45. When 

more favourable environmental conditions are encountered, the spore germinates, which 

leads to the re-formation of a vegetative cell46. Intestinal spore-forming bacteria potentially 

represent up to 30% of the microbial abundance in the gut and are found in several 

intestinal-associated bacterial families, including the Lachnospiraceae, Ruminococcaceae, 

Clostridiaceae and the Peptostreptococcaceae47 (FIG. 2b). Many intestinal spore-forming 

bacteria are known to promote homeostasis through the induction of immunomodulatory 

regulatory T cells48. By resisting external environmental stresses, intestinal spores facilitate 

host-to-host transmission through space and time (FIG. 3). Moreover, by germinating after 

exposure to in vivo signals, such as intestinal bile acids, spore-forming bacteria are present 

Desiccation 

The process of liquid removal or drying out, which is usually deleterious to a bacterial cell.
Vegetative cell 

The form of a bacterial cell that reproduces through binary fission.
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in a vegetative state and are able to colonize the host47. Last, the induction of sporulation 

may not be restricted to a stress response. For example, under normal conditions, in the 

absence of an environmental stress, C. difficile continuously produces spores at a low rate, 

which are able to persist by adhering to intestinal epithelial cells and mucin49,50. If spores 

of commensal intestinal bacteria could similarly persist and germinate in response to host-

derived cues, this would promote colonization resistance by ensuring that the diversity of the 

community is maintained. Therefore, the formation of spores permits inter-host 

transmission, intra-host persistence and potentially contributes to the overall diversity of the 

intestinal microbiota.

Aerotolerance

Once shed by the host, intestinal bacteria in a vegetative state show varying levels of 

tolerance to atmospheric oxygen8,9,47,51–53 (Supplementary information S1 (table)). The 

damaging effects of oxygen in bacterial cells are due to the generation of reactive oxygen 

species (ROS), which damage DNA and proteins, and interfere with essential metabolic 

processes54. Aerobic bacteria and facultative anaerobic bacteria have evolved mechanisms to 

avoid and repair the damage caused by ROS, including antioxidant enzymes such as 

catalases, peroxidases or superoxide dismutase8,54. In a vegetative state, obligate anaerobic 

bacteria are typically sensitive to oxygen and may die within minutes of exposure47. 

Nevertheless, mechanisms to counter oxygen stress exist, even in these obligate anaerobes. 

Faecalibacterium prausnitzii relies on an extracellular flavin–thiol electron shuttle to grow in 

the presence of oxygen, which enables its survival in the oxygenated zone at the gut 

mucosa55. This oxygenated zone ensures that gut epithelial cells are protected from the 

majority of anaerobic bacteria in the lumen that could compromise the integrity of the 

epithelial cells56,57. The extracellular flavin–thiol electron shuttle may also promote the 

survival of F. prausnitzii when it is exposed to atmospheric oxygen in the presence of the 

antioxidants inulin, cysteine and riboflavin55,58. Other abundant intestinal bacteria, such as 

Roseburia spp., can only survive for a few minutes when exposed to atmospheric oxygen 

concentrations (Supplementary information S1 (table)). We hypothesize that Roseburia spp. 

either use a currently unknown survival mechanism or are extremely efficient at colonization 

and can readily become established in new hosts to which they are in close proximity.

Viable but non-culturable dormancy

A viable but non-culturable (VBNC) state is a form of bacterial dormancy that is not reliant 

on the formation of specialized resistant structures, but that typically involves a decrease in 

metabolic activity and the generation of a strengthened cell wall that is achieved through 

modifications to its peptidoglycan structure. An increase or, more typically, a decrease in 

cell size has also been reported59,60. These strategies all function to help bacteria withstand 

environmental stresses and preserve DNA integrity59–61. Similar to sporulation, the VBNC 

Aerobic bacteria 

Species that can only grow and survive in the presence of oxygen.
Obligate anaerobic bacteria 

Species that can only grow and survive in the absence of oxygen.
Flavin–thiol electron shuttle 

A process that involves the transfer of electrons to oxygen through riboflavin and thiol, which enables survival and growth in the 
presence of oxygen.
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state is reversible through the removal of the inducing stress (for example, nutrient limitation 

or extreme temperature) or following exposure to growth stimulants, such as amino acids for 

E. coli or contact with intestinal cells for V. cholerae59,62. Similar to spores, VBNC 

bacteria can remain dormant for long periods of time. For example, Vibrio fluvialis from 

marine sediment was successfully cultured after 6 years of dormancy following the addition 

of nutrients63. The majority of VBNC bacteria that have been identified thus far are human-

associated pathogens, including E. coli, Enterococcus faecium, V. cholerae, Salmonella 

enterica subsp. enterica serovar Typhimurium and Mycobacterium tuberculosis59,64,65. 

Genetic and phenotypic characterization of the VBNC state remains technically challenging, 

because the stimuli that are required to induce or culture bacteria from this dormant state are 

largely unknown or are difficult to simulate in a laboratory66. As VBNC dormancy is found 

in phylogenetically diverse bacterial species, it may be widespread in the intestinal 

microbiota and could be used as a strategy by non-spore-forming oxygen-sensitive 

commensal bacteria to survive in the environment until they are acquired by a new host. 

However, whether the VBNC state is induced in members of the commensal microbiota 

remains to be determined.

Reservoirs of commensal bacteria

Humans are the main reservoir of commensal intestinal bacteria, with transmission occurring 

readily between individuals. In addition, food, water, the environment and animals may 

contain microbial communities that could contribute to the human intestinal microbiota.

People

Childbirth is the first major life event in which the transmission of bacteria and colonization 

occur. Depending on the mode of delivery, either the birth canal of the mother, or the 

hospital environment and the skin of the mother provide the initial inoculum of bacteria for 

the infant67,68. Faecal–oral transmission could also occur during vaginal delivery, which 

would enable the immediate transmission of members of the intestinal microbiota to 

neonates at birth67. Compared with neonates that are born vaginally, it is thought that the 

composition of the microbiota of infants that are born by caesarean section may be more 

analogous to the skin microbiota than the vaginal microbiota in the early days of life68. 

Despite this, by six weeks, differences in the infant microbiota are determined by the body 

site and not the mode of delivery, which indicates that microbial convergence occurs early in 

life69. Evidently, there is no doubt that bacteria that can only be transmitted during vaginal 

delivery would be unable to colonize infants who are born by caesarean section. If no 

attempt is made to colonize infants who are born by caesarean section with these species, 

then, over generations, these species may be lost from the microbiota70. This decrease in 

diversity may have important health implications, as highlighted by reports that have 

associated immune disorders, such as asthma and allergies, in adult life with the abnormal 

development of the infant intestinal microbiota70,71. After childbirth, inter-host 

transmission of intestinal bacteria continues, as shown by people who live in the same home 

sharing more species in common with each other than non-residents19,72–74. The 

transmission rate of a bacterial species is affected by the number of hosts, their level of 

contact and their proximity to each other, as well as by the inherent colonization resistance 
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of the microbiota in each individual, which is largely affected by age. A healthy adult has a 

broadly stable and resilient intestinal microbiota compared with an infant whose intestinal 

microbiota is still developing72,75.

Outside of family units, the effects of social interactions on the acquisition of the microbiota 

in large groups are best understood in non-human primates76,77. Similar to humans, these 

are social animals that live and interact with each other in defined communities, and the 

composition of their intestinal microbiotas are influenced by the interactions of the social 

group. The higher the incidence of social interaction between individuals the more similar 

the composition of their intestinal microbiota, with species diversity increasing 

accordingly76,77. The prevalence of anaerobic non-spore forming bacteria in baboons was 

associated with close social interactions between grooming pairs76. Although humans do 

not engage in social grooming, we physically interact through socially acceptable activities 

such as hand shaking, hugging and kissing, the frequency and intimacy of which increase as 

an individual interacts with a close family member or friend compared with a stranger. Thus, 

there is likely to be several social and cultural factors that contribute to the transmission of 

our intestinal microbiota.

Food

Although the microbiota of an individual is largely structured and influenced by their diet, 

the microorganisms that are carried in food can also contribute to the intestinal 

microbiota78. From early life, infants acquire up to 8 × 106 bacteria daily, including 

intestinal-associated bacteria, through breast milk79–81. The mechanism by which intestinal 

bacteria translocate from the gut to the breast is unknown; however, an entero–mammary 

pathway that is facilitated by phagocytes that sample the gut lumen and subsequently 

translocate to the breast through the bloodstream has been proposed82–84. Studies of 

various foods by culture-based methods have estimated that adults consume between 106 

and 109 microorganisms daily85. Although most of the bacteria that are ingested do not 

survive transit through the stomach, those that do are not thought to colonize the 

gastrointestinal tract long-term86. The diversity of the microbiota that is acquired through 

food is dependent on diet85,87; therefore, food provides a source of both exogenous 

bacterial species and genes for the resident microbiota to acquire through horizontal gene 

transfer88.

Probiotic bacteria, typically Bifidobacterium spp. and Lactobacillus spp., can be used in an 

attempt to promote health and have been shown to alleviate the symptoms of several 

illnesses, including infectious diarrhoea and atopic eczema89–91. The long-term 

colonization efficiency of most probiotic bacterial species is variable 92, 93; therefore, 

regular ingestion of probiotics is required to make a substantial long-term contribution to 

Social grooming 

Cleaning and grooming carried out by animals, particularly primates, on other individuals in their community, which has hygienic and 
social roles.
Horizontal gene transfer 

The transfer of genetic material between different strains or species that occurs independently of vertical transmission during 
replication.
Probiotics 

Live microorganisms that when administered in adequate amounts confer a health benefit to the host.
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health81,94. However, stable gut colonization by Bifidobacterium longum six months after 

ingestion has been observed, which was attributed to the presence of an unoccupied niche 

that was vacated by a species that has similar carbohydrate-metabolizing capabilities95. 

Overall, the variability in probiotic efficacy, coupled with host-specific responses to 

probiotics, means that the health benefits of ingesting these bacteria are not fully understood 

or predictable96,97.

Water

Water is a major environmental reservoir for several intestinal bacterial pathogens, such as 

Shigella flexneri, Shigella sonnei and V. cholerae, which can cause debilitating 

gastrointestinal disease98. However, little is known about the fate or the effect that 

commensal intestinal microorganisms that are found in water have on human health. The 

identification of bacteria in drinking water has primarily focused on pathogens, especially 

readily detectable indicator microorganisms, such as E. coli; however, the distinction between 

commensal and pathogenic strains of this species is not always made99. Despite an 

emphasis on pathogen detection, sequence-based culture-independent approaches have 

identified human-associated Blautia spp. in rivers100. Thus, it is clear that these species are 

transmitted through water; however, after the appropriate water treatment procedures, any 

strictly anaerobic non-spore-forming intestinal bacteria are likely to be killed, and these 

bacteria are therefore expected to have a low transmissibility and colonization potential. 

Nevertheless, the full extent of the transmission of commensal intestinal bacteria through 

water is currently unknown.

Animals

For most people, pets are the main source of animal-derived microbiota. The microbiotas of 

dogs and cats include taxa that are also found in the human microbiota; for example, genera 

such as Roseburia, Faecalibacterium, Bacteroides, Prevotella and Ruminoccocus101,102. 

Farm animals are an additional source of bacteria. Analysis of the porcine intestinal 

microbiota has revealed similarities in taxonomic groups and functional capabilities with the 

human intestinal microbiota103,104. Several human-associated pathogens, such as 

Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Enteritidis, Campylobacter jejuni, 

enteropathogenic E. coli and C. difficile 105–107, are transmitted between animals and 

humans; therefore, the potential for animals to transmit commensal species of bacteria is 

plausible. The treatment of animals that are to be used as food with antibiotics has also been 

linked to the acquisition of antibiotic-resistant strains of bacteria in humans108,109. This 

highlights the need to recognize that human health can be influenced through various diverse 

sources that are not directly connected to our own personal health decisions.

Built environment

Both buildings and transport systems adsorb our microbiota, which creates opportunities for 

microbial transmission across vast spatial areas and diverse human populations110–113. 

Indicator microorganisms 

Microorganisms that are used to assay hygiene levels of foods or water, in which the quantity of the microorganisms present is 
inversely related to the quality or hygiene level of the product being tested.
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Humans are one of the main sources of indoor airborne bacteria that can spread through 

ventilation systems114. Outdoor air can also enter a building passively110,115. Once 

bacteria become airborne (for example, through flushing a toilet or using a shower), viable 

bacteria can disperse around a room116,117. In the built environment, the greatest density of 

human-associated bacteria will probably be found in bathrooms. Bacteria are abundant on 

surfaces that have been touched by human hands, on toilet seats or on floors118,119. Skin-

associated bacteria are the most dominant species on bathroom surfaces; however, a high 

proportion of intestinal-associated bacteria have also been found, such as members of the 

Bacteroidaceae, Prevotellaceae, Ruminococcaceae and Lachnospiraceae families. The 

presence of these intestinal-associated bacteria, together with poor hand-washing 

procedures, provides a reservoir for bacteria in the built environment that have the potential 

to transmit to humans120.

A limitation of most of the studies on bacteria in the built environment is the lack of 

distinction between viable bacteria that have the potential to successfully colonize a new 

host and non-viable bacteria, which do not. It is estimated that only 1–10% of bacterial cells 

that are detected by culture-independent methods are viable121. Although culture-based 

methods can detect the viability of bacterial cells, the bacteria obtained will be an 

underrepresentation of the overall diversity in the sample121,122. Knowledge of the 

influence of the built environment on the transmission of the intestinal microbiota is 

currently incomplete, but as research in this discipline increases its influence and importance 

will become more apparent114.

Microbiota perturbation and restoration

Throughout life, our microbiota experiences perturbations that can alter or damage its 

composition and functions86,123–126. Nevertheless, on the basis of current DNA 

sequencing and analysis technologies, the composition of the microbiota in an individual is 

largely stable once established127,128. This observation raises important questions about 

microbiota perturbation, restoration and, ultimately, microbial transmission. How is a 

depleted microbiota restored following perturbation? How can we promote recolonization by 

specific health-associated microorganisms instead of pathogens? To help answer these 

questions, tools are required that enable the precise tracking of bacterial strain movements 

and restoration once transmission is blocked (BOX 1).

Depending on the extent of the perturbation in the microbiota, and subsequent exposure to 

bacteria, the composition of the microbiota may be restored to a similar state or assume a 

new stable state that is composed of different bacterial species129. Therefore, a perturbation 

in the community will provide an opportunity for an externally derived bacterium to 

establish itself by reducing or eliminating competition from a resident species that occupies 

the same niche and requires the same nutrients95,130. Factors that affect microbiota 

perturbation are varied and range from antibiotic use, infection with a pathogen, a change in 

diet or travel18,86,123,131. Changes in the composition of the microbiota have mostly been 

studied at the individual level; however, there is increasing evidence that suggests that 

changes in Western lifestyles and diet are altering the intestinal microbiota at larger 

population levels. Recently, it was observed that many traditional rural hunter–gatherer 
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societies and agrarian groups that follow non-Western social behaviours and do not 

commonly use antibiotics or disinfectants have a more diverse intestinal microbiota that 

includes bacterial species that are now absent from the intestinal microbiota of developed 

world populations132,133.

Any perturbation in an individual that eliminates certain bacterial species, or selects for 

some at the expense of other species, will prevent further onward transmission to other 

hosts70,134. If the perturbation happens at the population level then the effects may be 

compounded at a larger scale. For example, the consumption of a high-fat low-fibre diet, 

which is typical of Western populations, has been shown to cause the extinction of intestinal 

bacteria in mice if the diet is consumed over several generations134. Similarly, the use of 

antibiotics can negatively affect the diversity of intestinal bacteria, with repeated use 

preventing the restoration of the microbiota124. Although antibiotics and disinfection 

measures are essential for disease control and a high-calorie diet has greatly decreased 
undernutrititon in Western societies; in this context, these changes may result in the 

indiscriminate elimination of commensal species, which could affect the diversity of the 

microbiota and microbial transmission70,135. Indeed, a study in which the intestinal 

microbiotas of individuals who resided in either the United States or traditional agrarian 

societies in Papua New Guinea were compared attributed a lower α-diversity within, and 

higher β-diversity between, individuals in the United States cohort to decreased inter-host 

microbial transmission136.

In addition to the observed decrease in the diversity of the intestinal microbiota in Western 

societies, an increase in autoimmune and allergic diseases in the developed world has been 

observed70,137,138. Originally termed the ‘hygiene hypothesis’, there is increasing 

evidence in humans and animal models that exposure to microorganisms early in life 

promotes the maturation of the immune system and decreases the incidence of autoimmune-

related diseases137,139–141. Consistent with this hypothesis, the use of antibiotics in 

childhood has been associated with an increased likelihood of developing paediatric 

inflammatory bowel disease and a predisposition to asthma and obesity in later life124,142. 

These examples illustrate the importance of efficient microbial transmission networks and 

the potential effect on human health when they fail.

Direct interventions currently provide the most immediate solution to establish or restore a 

diverse and beneficially functional microbiota across all age groups. Recent interventions in 

this area have included swabbing neonates born by caesarean section with gauze that has 

been pre-incubated in the vagina of the mother to mimic the natural transmission of the 

vaginal microbiota to the child143. In adults who are susceptible to recurrent infections with 

C. difficile, faecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) from a healthy donor has proven 

extremely effective at resolving such infections144 (BOX 2). As the number of human gut 

Undernutrition 

A situation whereby an individual does not consume enough nutrients, which can have adverse effects on health.
α-diversity 

The ecological diversity at a single site, as measured by the number of different species and their abundance.
β-diversity 

A measure of the difference in ecological diversity between different sites.
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commensal species that have been isolated and archived as pure cultures continues to 

increase47,145–147, the development of live biotherapeutics (BOX 2) for the treatment of 

disorders other than C. difficile infection will become feasible. Next-generation probiotics 

and functional foods that make use of the numerous diverse beneficial bacteria other than the 

widely used Lactobacillus spp. and Bifidobacterium spp., could potentially provide health 

benefits to individuals and to the wider interconnected human population. The cumulative 

potential impact of this new field of biotherapeutics and functional foods is immense, 

particularly as the health effect of the intestinal microbiota extends beyond intestinal 

diseases to immune development and our general well-being2.

At a broader level, changes in living practices can promote the transmission of, and 

colonization by, health-associated commensals at the expense of pathogen colonization. A 

course of broad-spectrum antibiotics to treat a gastrointestinal infection also eliminates 

many beneficial commensals, thus rendering the microbiota-deficient host susceptible to 

infections with other pathogens131,148. Indeed, narrow-spectrum antibiotics, or 

antimicrobials that have specific targets, such as bacteriocins or phage therapies, are 

desirable and under development as alternatives to treatment with broad-spectrum 

antibiotics149. The effects of antibacterial hygiene products and hand sanitizers on the 

intestinal microbiota are unclear and require further study150; however, efforts to use them 

more selectively may reduce the depletion of commensal bacteria. Hygiene practices 

currently act to decrease the total number of bacteria on a surface or individual, whereas a 

more targeted approach that specifically removes pathogenic microorganisms should be 

given greater consideration151. We anticipate that with more research we should be able to 

outline new approaches to safely preserve and nurture the transmission of commensal 

bacteria while maintaining protection from pathogens.

Conclusions and future perspectives

The factors that influence our intestinal microbiota are becoming more apparent, partly 

owing to technological advances in microbiology, genomics and bioinformatics, and partly 

owing to the realization that assembling and maintaining a healthy intestinal microbiota may 

depend not only on our diet, lifestyle choices and general health but also on the microbiota 

and the health of others. The health status of the donors that we acquire our microbiota from 

may affect the composition of our own intestinal microbiota. In theory, donors that have the 

greatest diversity of commensal bacteria in the highest numbers are most likely to replenish 

the depleted microbiota of potential recipients (FIG. 4). Suboptimal donors were once 

healthy donors, but antibiotic exposure or other disease conditions caused a decrease in the 

diversity of the intestinal microbiota. The microbiota of suboptimal donors may potentially 

include higher levels of pathogens, which may be transmitted at a higher frequency than in 

healthy donors.

In this Review, we propose the concept of ‘spreading health through our microbiota’ as a 

basis to nurture, preserve and restore our microbiota to promote health. Given the potential 

Functional foods 

Foods that contain additional elements to promote health, such as probiotics, prebiotics, vitamins or minerals.
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for long-term consequences for health at all stages of life, we suggest that a greater 

understanding of the transmission of commensal microbiota should become a public health 

priority. We also advocate for lifestyle choices that promote the transmission of beneficial 

bacteria between individuals as a means to preserve and restore health. Traditionally, the 

study of bacterial transmission networks has focused on pathogens because restricting 

pathogen transmission is important for preventing the spread of disease. The tools and 

knowledge that we have acquired from these efforts can also be applied to the study of 

intestinal commensal transmission. The challenge moving forward will be to apply this 

knowledge to demonstrate and validate the hypothesis that commensal bacteria spread 

health.
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Box 1

Methods to investigate human microbiota transmission

To understand the importance, extent and the mechanisms of microbiota transmission, 

researchers will need to borrow concepts and use tools from the field of host–pathogen 

interactions. For example, mechanistic studies on host–pathogen interactions have relied 

on the ability of researchers to culture and genetically modify a pathogen, and on in vitro 

and in vivo models to test hypotheses using ‘molecular Koch’s postulates’ (REF. 152). 

Furthermore, genomic epidemiology tools that can distinguish between pathogenic 

strains and enable pathogens to be tracked at strain-level resolution as they persist, evolve 

and transmit within human populations could be applied to similar studies of gut 

commensals28,153,154. The recent renaissance in anaerobic bacterial culturing has 

provided an opportunity to develop methods to study the transmission of the human 

microbiota through the isolation, purification and sequencing of the majority of the 

species of gut bacteria47,145–147,155. We are now in a position to construct a molecular 

biology toolbox for the genetic manipulation of unstudied commensals, to explore the 

molecular basis of how these bacteria promote health and are transmitted in human 

populations. Gnotobiotic mouse models and rodents that have a human microbiota are 

also valuable resources, as they provide a tractable system that can monitor microbiota 

dynamics, such as examining the effects of different diets on the composition of the 

microbiota over time134.

The availability of reference genome databases that contain accurate de novo assemblies 

of previously uncultured, and therefore largely uncharacterized, bacterial species is 

essential for understanding microbial transmission within human populations. The 

potential for metagenomics to resolve microbial community structures beyond the species 

level74,156 and across taxonomic kingdoms, means that it is a particularly useful 

approach for the study of microbiota transmission between individuals. Microbial 

profiling also enables the identification of marker bacterial species or strains that are 

predictive of diseases such as inflammatory disorders or malnutrition125,157. When 

combined with large-scale sampling by the public (citizen science), this technology 

enables the monitoring of health-associated and disease-associated bacterial species in 

populations158. Investment in tools, resources and expertise to promote metagenomics as 

an alternative to 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing for microbial community profiling 

is therefore worthwhile. User-friendly and/or open-source software and pipelines for 

analysing metagenomics data are needed and are becoming available as the use of 

metagenomics to study microbial communities gains support among microbiota 

researchers74,159.
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Box 2

Artificial transmission: faecal microbiota transplantation to treat disease

Chronic pathological imbalances in the composition of the intestinal microbiota 

(dysbiosis) are associated with a range of clinical symptoms, diseases and poorly 

understood syndromes. Therefore, methods for effective microbiota replacement, 

restoration and manipulation are at the forefront of translational research in this field. 

Much of the pioneering microbiota transplantation work has focused on developing 

treatments for recurrent Clostridium difficile infection (CDI). Individuals are particularly 

susceptible to CDI after perturbation of their commensal microbiota, typically following 

a course of antibiotics160. In cases in which antibiotic treatment fails and CDI recurs, 

faecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) provides another treatment option144. During 

FMT, stool from a healthy individual is collected and screened for known pathogens 

before being transferred to a patient. Despite its unpleasant nature and lack of 

standardization, FMT has proven extremely efficacious for the prevention of recurrent 

CDI, with reported success rates of >80%, which has prompted the establishment of stool 

banks, clinical guidelines and regulation for FMT in Europe and the United 

States144,161–163.

Nevertheless, owing to the inherent variation in microbial species among healthy donors, 

universal standardization of FMT is challenging. Issues such as optimal donor selection 

and methods for stool collection, pathogen screening, processing, storage and therapeutic 

administration have therefore stimulated the development of more standardized 

alternatives162,164. Chief among these are ‘live biotherapeutics’, which are biological 

products that contain viable defined mixtures of microorganisms that are intended for the 

prophylactic and therapeutic treatment of disease165. With promising proof-of-concept 

results in mouse models and humans, and the increase in commercial activity to develop 

such medicines, the development of live biotherapeutics for the treatment of CDI remains 

an active area of research131,148,166.

The successes of FMT and live biotherapeutics are largely attributed to the restoration of 

a healthy and functional gut microbiota in individuals who have severe dysbiosis131,167. 

A feature of FMT in particular is the substantial and sudden restorative shift in the 

microbiota, which would never be achievable through natural transmission alone. Post-

FMT, the microbiota profile of the recipient often has a remarkable similarity to the 

microbiota profile of the donor167. Moreover, strains that originate from the donor can 

coexist with conspecific strains of the recipient months after FMT156. Thus, the 

transplanted microbiota may restore health by reintroducing bacterial taxa that were 

absent from the recipient before FMT, supporting the expansion of the recipient’s own 

commensal taxa and eventually re-establishing an optimal microbial community that is 

suited to their genetics, diet and lifestyle.
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Figure 1. Transmission of pathogenic and commensal intestinal bacteria.

Intestinal pathogens and commensal bacteria use similar mechanisms to transmit between 

hosts. Egestion from the host in faecal matter is the first stage in transmission (step 1). To 

promote dispersal and subsequent ingestion by a new host, pathogens may induce diarrhoea 

in the donor. Once in the external environment, survival mechanisms, such as aerotolerance, 

viable but non-culturable dormancy and sporulation, are used by these predominately 

anaerobic bacteria to survive and transmit. Environmental reservoirs, such as people, food, 

animals and the built environment, will function as a source or sink for transmission (step 2). 

Once ingested by a new host (step 3), the bacterium transits to the intestines (step 4). 

Competition from the resident microbiota can prevent colonization (step 5, see colonization 

resistance); however, bacteria can colonize if a niche is unoccupied (step 5, see no 

colonization resistance). The restoration of bacterial species functions to maintain 

colonization resistance and promote the diversity of health-associated bacteria in the gut. 

Pathogens can overcome colonization resistance through the induction of the expression of 

virulence factors, such as toxins, which can lead to inflammation and perturb the resident 

microbiota (step 5, see pathogens). Metabolism of nutrients and replication promote 

persistence and support further replication and subsequent onward transmission as the 

recipient now becomes a donor.
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Figure 2. Environmental survival mechanisms and sporulation transmission dynamics of the 
intestinal microbiota.

a | Environmental survival mechanisms. Sporulation is a feature of specific members of the 

Firmicutes phylum and involves a series of well-defined stages that incorporate a complete 

structural remodelling of the bacterial cell to form a resilient spore. Aerotolerance through 

the degradation of harmful reactive oxygen species (ROS) that can accumulate in the 

bacterial cell is primarily, but not exclusively, a feature of aerobic bacteria. Presented is a 

simplified representation of the key elements. The viable but non-culturable state includes 
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some morphological changes, but the extent and characteristics of this phenotype in the 

intestinal microbiota are unknown. b | Representative cladogram of the main human 

intestinal microbiota families and their associated sporulation ability. Internal clade colours 

represent different taxonomic families. Family names are presented, with the phylum that 

the family belongs to indicated by a letter in brackets: P, Proteobacteria; B, Bacteroidetes; A, 

Actinobacteria and F, Firmicutes. The most abundant families that have the greatest known 

metabolic outputs in the intestinal microbiota are the Bacteroidaceae, Ruminococcaceae and 

Lachnospiraceae families. The circle that surrounds the cladogram indicates known 

sporulation ability. Not all bacterial species in a taxon that contains spore-forming species 

have been demonstrated to form spores.
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Figure 3. Inter-host transmission dynamics of spore-forming and non-spore-forming intestinal 
bacteria.

A hypothetical model to explain the different transmission dynamics of spore-forming and 

non-spore-forming bacteria. Owing to their resistance to environmental stresses and 

aerotolerance, spore-forming bacteria are not as spatially and temporally restricted during 

transmission as non-spore-forming bacteria. For individuals who are in regular contact with, 

and close proximity to, each other (for example, co-residents) both spore-forming bacteria 

and non-spore-forming bacteria can transmit with the same efficiency. However, as spatial 

and temporal distances increase, non-spore-forming oxygen-sensitive bacteria will become 

restricted in their ability to transmit until eventually transmission will not be possible. As 

spore-forming bacteria can remain viable for extended periods of time in external aerobic 

environments, they are not reliant on close contact between individuals to transmit. For 

example, spores that are shed by an individual can potentially be acquired by another 

individual weeks later.
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Figure 4. Transmission of commensal intestinal bacteria is influenced by donor health status.

Healthy donors who have no history of intestinal disorders or recent antibiotic treatment will 

typically have a diverse intestinal microbiota that exhibits high colonization resistance. 

Healthy donors are optimal donors of commensal microorganisms because they will 

regularly contribute health-associated bacteria to their environment. Conversely, donors who 

have lower levels of commensal diversity, decreased colonization resistance and a higher 

proportion of pathogenic bacteria are not considered optimal donors. These suboptimal and 

unsuitable donors would be more likely to shed pathogenic bacteria into the external 

environment that are not beneficial to human health. The signature species that categorize 

donors in this model are not comprehensive and are included on the basis of current research 

in the field. IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; IBS, irritable bowel syndrome. Figure is 

adapted with permission from REF.4, Wiley.
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